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Abstract
In this paper a particularization of forging process is presented, studying the deformation of a ring specimen. Plastic forming is
performed by means of the Upper Bound Theorem and the model of Triangular Rigid Blocks to calculate the minimal charge
needed to deform the part. The establishing the part to deform an annular geometry is determined by the so-called Ring
Compression Test under its canonical configuration, that allows assimilating to a plane strain process. A new perspective to
calculate the neutral plane (radius at which the workpiece material flows in opposite directions) is proposed, a basic element in
the solution of the problem.
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1. Introduction
Obtaining the most suitable solution for the calculation of the forces necessary to plastically deform a material
requires a thorough knowledge of the most important factors in the process of plastic deformation. Factors among
which are the properties of the material under deformation, friction conditions (friction factor and Tresca factor),
and most especially, the geometry and material flow, both in terms its direction and speed.
The establishment of a specific model of study should pursue the achievement of a solution as accurate as
possible, within a range of values acceptable enough, minimize the possibility of testing required to validate the
procedure. Various analytical methods have been developed that Local Analysis of Stress, Slip Lines Field and
Limit Analysis based all of them on particular treatment and involving different approximation range to the exact
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solution of the problem, allowing or not these treatments discriminate inclusion of the above factors [Rubio (2012),
Ajiboye (2009), Bermudo et al (2011), Martin et al (2012), Bermudo et al (2012)].
Upper Bound Theorem (UBT), as a solution not only provides the minimum load value which ensures its
deformation, but allows to discriminate the parameters that is possible to introduce in the equations optimizing
process conditions.
The methods based on Limit Analysis (Upper and Lower Limits) offer, from an analytical perspective, solutions
that limit the range in which this solution will be found exactly. In between these limits, the Upper it guarantees the
required deformation will be possible by calculated solution.
Expression of UBT, formulated by Prager and Hodge [Prager and Hodge (1951)] (Eq.1) take into account the
discontinuity surfaces between different Triangular Rigid Blocks (TRB) considered, among all kinematically
admissible fields possible, the chosen is one that minimizes the following expression

J* =

2
1
σ 0 ∫ ε&i j ε&ij dV + ∫τ ∆v ds − ∫ Ti vi ds
3 V 2
SΓ
St

(1)

Expression in which the external strain energy (J*) will never exceed the value calculated from the above
equation. The first term expresses the energy consumed due to the internal distortion of the deformation produced
on the workpiece. The second term includes the energy produced by the shear forces existing in the discontinuity
surfaces, including the contact area tool-workpiece. The third term of the equation provides the energy consumed
by the potential external efforts tensile (or compression) that arise in the forming processes.
The aim of this work is the UBT application on cylindrical inner bore, thereby extending the use of this method
in plastic forming cases in which, although the geometry of the part is not strictly under plane strain, are
acceptable.. It develops therefore a universal model to obtain the load required to deform a ring (axial-symmetric
part) subjected to forging, using the UBT [ASM Handbook (1996)].
When on a cylindrical ring-shaped plane, compression is done on their flat sides, keeping constant temperature
conditions, the shape change depends on the magnitude of the applied direction compressive and conditions friction
at the interfaces tool-workpiece. If the friction in the contact surfaces is zero, the ring is deformed in a similar
manner to a solid disk, wherein each element flows radially outward at a speed proportional to their distance from
the center of the piece.
When the friction in these contact surfaces is moderate, the outer diameter due to this effect, is lower than that
generated in the case of zero friction. If friction exceeds a critical value, the friction resistance to the outward flow
becomes so high that some of the material of the part flows into the ring. The measurements of the inner diameters
of the rings compressed provide a particularly sensitive to the study of friction, since the inner diameter increases if
the friction is low and decreases if the friction is high.
The Ring Compression Test is, therefore, a compression test which incorporates a friction measurement. Be
possible to measure the dimensions of the ring and calculating the value of both friction and the load required to
deform the workpiece [Avitzur (1968), Altan (1972)].
The analysis of the deformation of the ring is contemplated for a perfect rigid-plastic material. Based on these
assumptions (material and type of friction), the equations of plasticity have provided solutions to various
geometries of rings within a complete range of values in the adhesion (Tresca) friction factor (m) between 0 to 1.
The ring Thickness is usually expressed in relation to the inner and outer diameters. Under maximum friction
conditions, the largest usable height rings obtained with such dimensions satisfying the relation Do:Di:h 6:3:1 see
Fig.1, where Do is the outer radius of the ring, the inner radius Di and the height of the ring h. For normal
lubrication, it can use a canonical geometric relationship 6:3:2 [Petersen (1998)] which may yield sufficient
accuracy for most applications.
Avitzur [Avitzur and Van Tyne (1982)] have been discussed analysis limit techniques, the resulting mechanical
compression between die on the ring-shaped workpieces in plastic deformation. From these studies it can be
estimated that the progressive increase of the shear stress at the interface tool-part [Camacho et al (2006), Johnson
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and Mellor (1983), Rubio et al (2008)] may be assumed to be constant during the deformation process. In any way,
it is comparable to real processes, suggesting a constant value of Tresca factor m.

Di

h

Do
Fig.1. Ring geometric parameters.

2. Methodology
Initial analysis was performed on the corresponding canonical geometric relationship to moderate friction
conditions (6:3:2). The ring will have an outer diameter of 9 mm, an inner 4.5 mm and a height of 3 mm, with
consideration of perfect rigid-plastic material. The canonical account of this relationship, widely tested, allows the
assumption of plane strain condition, it still remains a clear axial-symmetric geometry, the relationship between the
length of the development of the piece compared to the dimensions of the section is sufficiently high to affirm the
validity of this condition. Therefore, each section of the ring is deformed (at a high degree of approximation)
within its own plane.
Friction range considered for an adhesion friction factor (Tresca) encompass values from 0 to 1. Whereas
previous studies of UBT on forging processes [Martin (2009)] [Martin et al (2007), Martin et al (2012-a), Martin et
al (2012-b)], we analyze one quarter of the workpiece section (ring), to establish a double symmetry condition,
which simplifies the problem and pose the boundary conditions by this double condition in the application of TRB
model within the UBT.
Assuming a quarter of the overall ring, develops a model of TRB comprises two modules separated by the socalled neutral radius (Rn) see Fig.2, from which the material flows in the same and opposite directions. Each of
these two modules is composed of 3 TRB. Neutral radius position with respect to the outer radius has been
established by Avitzur [Avitzur and Van Tyne (1982)] empirically to axial-symmetric case, for configurations
where Ri <Rn <R0 (where Ri = inner radius Rn = neutral radius, R0 = outer radius) and with different ring geometric
relationships to those in this study.
Rn

h/2
Module 1
Module 2

Fig.2. Fourth part under analysis and Modules composition.
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The neutral radius position in this study is based on the assumption of volume conservation in plastic
deformation processes. It starts from the initial section of the fourth part, of dimensions 2.25 mm x 1.5 mm,
reducing its height h in increments of 0.2 mm to reach final height 0.5 mm (1.5, 1.3, 1.1, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5) (Fig.3).
Determining the geometric Rn by (Eq.2):
2

h ⋅ π ⋅ ( Rn − Ri ) = h ⋅ π ⋅ ( Ro − Rn ) ⇒ Rn =
2

2

2

2

2

( Ro + Ri )
2

(2)

As the volume of the workpiece analyzed: Vi = π • (R02-Ri2) • h = 572.55 mm 3, and the initial contact area:
Ai = 190.85 mm2 (initial total interface tool-die contact area).
3.56

4.02

5.56

1,5

1.1
0,5
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3.92

0.94
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Rn

2.82

1.28
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Fig.3. Rn values versus different workpiece heights.

Establishing as a comparison neutral radius values calculated from Avitzur equation (Eq. 3) [Avitzur and Van
Tyne (1982)]:
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Once the different radii neutral have been estimated, the UBT by TRB method requires determine velocities of
each of the blocks that make up the modules in the geometry of the section of the workpiece. In particular, are the
velocities of the inner and outer end blocks (blocks 3 and 6, Fig. 4) to provide the greater values in both directions.
The velocities of each one of the end blocks of each module, calculated from their hodographs (Fig. 4), used to
verify the end at which there is a greater flow of the material, allowing include a greater number of modules in the
case large ring linking the input and output velocities of material. This addition of modules achieves a better
adaptation to the geometry of the examined ring.
The velocities of the material flow at the ends of the ring fourth section (Vo ring outward velocity; Vi velocity
into the ring) will be determined by the ratio V1 • b / h [Martin et al (2009)], where b is the section width (the total
width of the two modules), h the height of the section, and V1 the initial value of the descent rate of the die, taken
with unit value (Fig. 5). The values of the velocities indicated for the different heights are compiled in Table 2.
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Fig. 4. Material flow directions of the two modules and hodographs.
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Fig. 5. Inner and outer velocities of each module example.

Finally, from p/2k expression of Equation 1 is obtained with the dimensionless ratio to determine the pressure
and taking into consideration the area on which it acts, the load required to achieve the expected deformation:

p h b ⋅ (1 +m )
= +
2k b
4h

(4)

From this relationship, we obtain the applied pressure p, which follows, after determining the area of the toolworkpiece interface, the load required to ensure the deformation of the piece (being k shear stress to the workpiece
material in Eq 4).
3. Results
Keeping canonical dimensions defined at the beginning of this work, the constancy of volume and applying
equation 3 for cases of variable m sets the neutral radius from a purely geometrical consideration. The results
obtained are shown in Table 1 and are expressed graphically in Fig. 6.
Can be seen as the use of Equation 3 gives a neutral radius values (Rn) are lower than those obtained from
geometrical considerations without taking into account the existing friction. In the latter case the radius will be
larger, since the material flow is not "brake" for friction.
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Table 1. Neutral radius values (Rn)
Ro (mm)

Geometric (mm)

Avitzur m=0.1 (mm)

Avitzur m=0.3 (mm)

Avitzur m=1 (mm)

4.50

3.56

1.64

2.27

2.85

4.83

3.77

1.74

2.40

3.00

5.25

4.02

1.85

2.54

3.16

5.81

4.36

1.93

2.66

3.34

6.59

4.82

1.93

2.70

3.46

7.79

5.56

1.50

2.24

3.14
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Neutral Plane Radius evolution
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Fig. 6. Neutral Plane Radius evolution (Rn).

The study of the modules allows establishing, from the corresponding hodographs in each case (Fig. 4), the
material flow velocities, both the outside (from the outer radius) as to the interior of the workpiece (from the inner
radius), being able to appreciate the behavior of the ring and the declining value of the inner radius at a faster rate
than the increase in the outer radius.
The Tresca friction conditions are simple to incorporate into Equation 4, showing for a range of m = 0 to m = 1
the results in the Fig. 7.
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Table 2. Neutral radius velocities
Height (h)

Inward velocity Vi

Outward velocity Vo

1.5

0.871

0.628

1.3

1.160

0.836

1.1

1.621

1.168

0.9

2.421

1.745

0.7

4.002

2.885

0.5

7.845

5.654

4,0
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0,0
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Fig. 7. p/2k evolution versus m values

Fig. 7 can observe that the results have a similar behavior in the UBT by TRB application versus the curves of
typical p/2k dimensionless ratio provided in applications of the same method on other plastic forming processes.
These curves provide a minimum with which you can achieve the best adaptation of the number of modules
before the limit value is optimal.
4. Conclusions
Higher values of velocities workpiece inner section versus outward velocities, as reflected in Table 2, confirm
the results obtained experimentally by Ring Compression Test, meaning the effect of friction that prevents the
material's natural flow outwards and causes a withdrawal of the material towards the inner central hole, thereby
reducing the radius of the latter. For this reason, the Ring Compression Test is considered a suitable test for
determining the influence of the friction forging process.
According to the results obtained show an evolution of the dimensionless ratio similar to those generated p/2k
other plastic deformation processes, whether they are stationary (drawing) as no-stationary (forging). p/2k
evolution curves appear with minimum application of load coincidental with the geometrical configuration which
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provides minimal distortion of the material.
The method of the Upper Bound Theorem by applying Triangular Rigid Blocks model presents a versatility that
makes it suitable to be implemented in the calculation of minimum loads to be applied to parts to deform without
necessarily presenting these typical geometric arrangements plane strain. Application of UBT by TRB model has
traditionally been used in different plastic deformation processes stationary or non-stationary, but under plane
strain consideration. The results of this study provide a new line of development of the method, without the need to
impose this restriction, and therefore, even with some limitations in the form factor, applicable to parts with axialsymmetric configurations.
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